Abstract. Let <f> be integrable on R" with fR" <t>(y)dy = 1. It is shown that
1. Introduction. A well-known result of Calderón and Zygmund [1, p. Ill, Lemma 1] asserts that if the least radially decreasing majorant ^ of a Lebesgue-measurable function 4> on R", ^(x) = sup^^l^i v)|, is integrable, then, for all /g LpiR"), 1 < p < 00, ( 
1.1) lim (#/)(*)-
hm e"[ J^\f(y)dy=f(x)j 4>{y)dy for a.e. x g R". In this note we prove the simple additional requirement that \x\"xp(x) = |x|"t//(|A:|) be nonincreasing in ]jc| for |;c| large guarantees (1.1) whenever \p*f is defined for small e. In §2 we prove our theorem and in §3 give an example to show that some restriction like the one put on xp is necessary.
As usual, C" will denote a positive dimensional constant that may change from line to line.
2. The theorem. We begin with a simple lemma that will ensure <p*f is defined when e is small. As our theorem reduces to that of Calderón and Zygmund when cf> has compact support (and / is locally integrable), we will assume xp > 0.
Lemma. Suppose ^ > 0 is a radially decreasing, integrable function on R" such that (2.1) |jc| ^(1*1) is nonincreasing in \x\for \x\ large.
If (y*\f\)(x0) < oo for some x0^R" and e0 > 0, then, for a.e. x G 7?", (<^r*\f\)(x) < °° whenever 0 < e < e0. i^o -y\ r = \x-y\/e, r0 = |x0 -y\/e0
\x-y\ is bounded, given M > 0 sufficiently large and 0 < e < e0, in view of (2.1). Again, letting
Ek= [y e Ä": 2*e < |x -y\< 2A + 1e}, Jfc = 0, ±1,±2.
< 2" sup a-" I \f{y)\dy E 2*"¥<2*),
. 0<«<2A/ ,'|x:-.i?|<a J*=-oo is finite for a.e. x (for example, jc in the set of Lebesgue points of the locally-integrable function / ), since ¥ is radially decreasing and integrable.
Theorem. Let <¡> be an integrable function of R" with jR"4>ix)dx = 1. Suppose that (x) = sup|V|>|X||0(_y)|, the least radially decreasing majorant of </>, is positive, integrable, and satisfies (2.1) when \x\ > r0 > 0. Then, given Lebesgue-measurable f on R", the averages i<p*f)ix) are defined at almost all x G 7?" when e is close to 0 and (2.2) lim #/ = / a.e. Proof. To begin the proof we observe that (2.3) implies / is locally-integrable. This means, by the Lemma, that <p*f is defined at all x g Lf, the Lebesgue set of /, when 0 < e < e0. Now, fixing a positive e < e0 and 3. The example. We show that in the absence of restrictions on / like those in Remark 2 above, a condition on <#> such as (2.1) is necessary. To this end, we construct nonnegative, locally-integrable functions / and <i> on R", <b radially decreasing and integrable, such that 0 is a Lebesgue point of / and
These functions will be constant on the annuli As for the first j -1 terms on the right side of (3.3), they are / -1 distinct terms in the convergent series E^=1E^_^00 2"//3"m.
